
NIJ Level III and UL Level 8 Protection!

Rejects over six rounds of 7.62 x 51 .308 Rifle!

100% Ballistic Protection even between units!

ZERO Spall on the Secure Side!

Stable under fire, will not tip over!

Exclusive BGAS Interlocking Design!

Cannot breach with “Bull Rush” when locked!

Ballistic A6000(TM) Steel on the Attack Face!

Easy roll and Lockable Casters!

One person positioning!

Handles on Secure side allow reaction under fire!

Your choice of Powdercoat Color!

Beautiful... but full Ballistic Protection!`

Available in 36 inch or 24 inch widths!

Stands a full 72” Tall!

Even the 36” and 24” will interlock together!

Ballistic Glass and Armor Solutions, llc.
15504 Wright Brothers Drive, Addison, Texas

ballisticglassandarmor.com   972.707.0105

Ballistic Glass and Armor Solutions has incorporated vast Ballistic experience into the design and 
production of this new line of Deployable Ballistic Partitions. These are designed to be aesethetically 
pleasing and unobtrusive, BUT, provide Full Ballistic Protection when and where it is needed!

Deployable Ballistic Partitions
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Deployable Ballistic Partitions
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Place these side by side and create a 100% Ballistic Partition! Designed to overlap and interlock for 
ZERO Ballistic Penetration across the face! Even a “bull rush” by a crowd won’t get through! Laser cut 
A6000(TM) Ballistic Steel has smooth edges, and radiused corners with beautiful powdercoat 
finish! Your choice of color! We even have an optional drop down shield to take protection to the floor!

Place these corner to corner and create 
a 100% Ballistic Partition... at right an-
gles!  Our Optional CornerSafe pieces are 
designed to attach as securely as our side 
by side method. A nice, clean corner look 
using our A6000(TM) Ballistic Steel assures 
absolute security... and a professional look.

The CornerSafe pieces are self contained 
and include their own carry handles for quick 
deployment and configuration... wherever 
you need protection! 

FIVE Rounds of 
7.62 x 51 Rifle
from under 20 feet 
completely re-
jected with ZERO 
spall on the secure 
side! Smooth as 
a Baby’s... well... 
you know! For 
good measure we 
put another round 
in the frame! 100% PROTECTION

When and where you need it!
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